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UNIFORMISATION IN A PLAYFUL UNIVERSE 

BY Y I A N N I S N . M O S C H O V A K I S 1 

Communicated by Paul J. Cohen, February 26, 1971 

It was shown in [l ] and [3] that several questions about projective 
sets can be answered if one assumes the hypothesis of projective 
determinacy. We show here (in outline) that the same hypothesis 
settles the questions of uniformization and bases for all analytical 
classes. 

Let o)= {0, 1, 2, • • • }, JR=-«W (the "reals"), 9C = XiX • • • XXk 

with Xi—co or Xi — R be any product space. We study subsets of 
these product spaces, i.e. relations of integer and real arguments. 

THEOREM 1. Let n be odd, n*zl, assume that every A*_i game is 
determined. Then for each XÎ  relation PCIi?X9C, there exists a 11^ 
relation P*Ç1P such that 

(3a)P(a, x) <=> (lla)P*(a, x). 

(For n = 1 this is the classical Kondo-Addison Uniformization 
Theorem, see [8].) 

There are many consequences of this result which are well known. 
The following computation of bases is the corollary which is founda-
tionally most significant. 

THEOREM 2. If every projective game is determined, then every non
empty analytical set has an analytical element. 

More specifically: if n is even, n*z2, and every A*__2 game is deter
mined, then every nonempty 2* subset of R contains a A* real; if n is odd, 
n ^ l , and every A*__i game is determined, then there is a fixed real cto 
such that the singleton {<XQ} is II* (so that ao is Aj+i) and every non
empty 2* subset of R contains a real recursive in O>Q. 

(For n~3, this gives the Martin-Solovay Basis Theorem [5] with 
Mansfield's improvement [2]. The proofs in these two papers use 
only the fairly weak hypothesis that there exists a measurable 
cardinal, or even that for each a, ce exists. Our proof depends on the 
determinacy of a particular Aj game and it can be verified that this 
game is determined if for every a, a* exists.) 
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